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~ The Alderman 'thief' pages ~
The 'justification' and for the 'good' of the people

Every Alderman is but an 'elder' of the local 'tribe' living within an area
designated as a zone, and having the given 'power' to 'frame' or 'rubber stamp'
an IDEA placed before them.

If they are 'convinced' that the IDEA is Justified and thus good for the people
within said 'district' they approve IT using their 'signature' and the IDEA then
becomes embodied as TEXT and written as an 'act' within a RULE book.

This 'stamp of approval' Aldermanic signature is what gives those working as
employees or officials of the local Council the LEGITIMACY to operate in the
ideological code of conduct manner resulting from the ACTIVITY required by
the 'Rule or Act' enshrined as text in the rule books of the Institution.

The original IDEA now having 'manifested' and become a material REALITY
backed by physical force of arms is then imposed upon every person living in or
passing through the designated boundaries. (Zone)

This 'power' is given and authorised by the 'rulings' of a higher authority which
of ITSELF is governed by its OWN established set of Rules (code of conduct)
namely The Constitution of Australia or the State Constitution of the land.

So 'what' IS or 'who' IS the Alderman THIEF?

It is any community 'Elder' appointed to BE the 'spokesman' for the community
members who 'voted' for them to be their 'leader,' being a person who agrees or
'stamps' his approval upon an IDEA put forwards which will GOVERN the Code
of Conduct of ALL living within or passing through said ZONE and, - - -

Being any 'idea' enshrined in a book of rules which enables the people to BE
brought to 'grief' or impoverished or punished by fine or eviction or
incarceration or humiliated in the public 'stocks.' (newspapers) For this PROVES
that the 'maniacal' Alderman is a LIAR and a THIEF and a man of WAR who is
misleading the community and forcing them to 'bow' to HIS 'conscience &
ideology' and THUS 'religious belief' of 'INTOLERANCE, CONTROL and
SUBJUGATION.'

Being a DARK ideology indeed which is in TOTAL contravention of the
'Christian principles' Commanded by 'She' the Light, God of: "Peace & love &
mercy & compassion" etc., and ALSO in 'denial' of their 'sworn' Oath of office
wherein they are 'bound' to a code of conduct. (See NOTE – 1 below.)
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Note – 1 :

Oath of Office: Aldermen take an Oath to amongst other articles :

Operate with honesty and integrity and conform with the letter of all laws and;
in the best interests of the community and promote an environment in which the
community feel able to participate without fear or prejudice.

Aldermen are considered 'public officers' pursuant to the Criminal Code Act
which states: "Any person who:

(a) - - - obtains any property or benefit for any other person or;
(b) - - - in the discharge of the duties of his office - -

IS GUILTY OF A CRIME"

~~~

What is the 'Justification'?

It is the belief that the invoked IDEA is needed and is not only for the 'good' of
the majority, but that ITS implementation and its punitive 'factor' for non
conformity is also justified.

For example: An 'idea' is made into a new regulation stipulating that if one fails
to vote during the election of an 'Alderman' it is 'defiance' of the regulation, and
is thus a 'sin' to be punished by 'fine.' (Monetary extortion) and, - -

It is an example of yet another IDEA or 'sign' that there is no FREEDOM OF
CONSCIENCE OR BELIEF, and that the "Freedom of Religion'' Act of the
Constitution is now an invalid 'invalid' and incapable of 'defending' ITSELF and
political ANARCHY rules the land.

I and others MUST have the 'choice' to NOT vote as a PRIMARY RIGHT, and
thus NOT be 'subjected' to any such RULE or punishment which to 'us' is in
contravention of God's Command.

It follows that the establishing of such a 'rule' is NOT for the benefit of the
community and the activity of 'establishing IT is TREASON, for IT and ITS
'proponents' are in contravention of the "Freedom of Religion" Act in more ways
that one, for they are using the 'back up' of FORCE to IMPOSE their own dogma
upon ALL community members.
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People have not been TAUGHT to understand that IDEAS flow constantly into
the minds of everyone from both ENDS of the energy 'spectrum' of God.

The LIGHT with ITS benign creative thoughts.
&

The DARK with ITS deceptive malignant controlling and punitive thoughts.

The Light seeks to GIVE lovingly, mercifully and compassionately.

The Dark seeks to TAKE and impoverish, dominate and destroy, and cloaks ITS
intentions in an 'attitude' of 'good and commonsense' JUSTIFICATION to use ITS
force and power to control and subjugate, but IT does not 'permit' the USER to
'hear' ITS silent words only 'heard' by ME which say:

"You arrogant, ignorant, non believing 'rascals' see NOT that as I 'plot & scheme' and
your minds REAM with MY tempting thoughts which keep you revolving in a 'day
dream' of justifiable interference, control, subjugation and endless revenue raising
extortion that AHEAD will come back to terrorise YOU, as I subject you to MY
justified retributive LAW:

As you did sow for ME the invisible Dark essence you cannot see so shall YE reap and
WEEP for 'thinking' that you are AS powerful as I AM and, you are so ignorant that you
fail to realise that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction for YOU, not I, for
only I stand ABOVE THE LAW of MY destructive energy."

ALL legislators and their supporters as well as ALL enforcers and collectors of
fines or other debts ARE IN GRAVE DANGER and need to now READ my
TEXTS and come to their OWN personally informed decision as to whether to
treat IT with derision or:

ABSOLUTE RESPECT

~~~

Do Alderman truly believe that employing people to persecute others 'legally or
otherwise' and CAUSE disruption in their life and loss, deprivation, eviction and
possible INJURY as GOOD and in the best interests of the community?

Aldermen need to comprehend that legalizing the MPES as their 'chosen' fines
collection agency is a contravention of (a) above and is for the benefit of the
government purse, and, - -

Is also contravening the above in subjecting 'citizens' of the land to the 'Sanctions'
imposed by THAT horrendous 'piratical' group of NON believers in God and
His Command. (MPES – monetary fines enforcement)
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Being persons BOUND by rules who may stop at NOTHING and seize and steal
'legally' OR illegally and is GROSS ERROR leading ALL into loss and terror and
more, including themselves.

Refer to their code of conduct, no doubt 'legalized' by some other authority:

Sanctions & charges for imposing them.

Suspend your driver licence or eligibility to hold a driver licence - $39
Suspend registration of vehicles registered to you - $39

Publish your name, address, driver licence number, and
details of your penalty on the MPES web site -  $39

Issue an enforcement warrant to:
• Impose a charge on any land you have an interest in - $130
• Seize and sell your property - $130
• Redirect money that belongs to you. This may be to your employer, a financial institution

or other entity holding money on your behalf - $130

These sanctions can be used in any order and any number can be applied at the same time. If
property is seized and sold, you will be liable for any expenses incurred during this process.
Payment in full at anytime will halt enforcement action.

If your driver licence or vehicle registration has been suspended, MPES may, if you have not
previously defaulted on a repayment plan, cancel the suspension if satisfied that you are paying
and are likely to continue to pay in accordance with agreed terms. MPES will advise you in
writing if this occurs. Any other enforcement sanction will not be cancelled until payment in full
is made.

The penalties add up quickly (as shown below)

Infringement notice $130 (original value must be paid within 28 days)

Enforcement fees + enforcement order (After 28 days) $65
+ driver licence suspension $39
+ vehicle registration suspension $39
+ publish the amount you owe on the MPES website $39
+ enforcement warrant fee to seize and sell your property $130

TOTAL = $442

The above fails to add the losses accrued in any 'auction' item sold or, - - - mental
and emotional trauma suffered by the individual. Is this activity the benign
activity of 'good' men with 'goodwill' at heart or that of THIEVES having
SEIZED CONTROL of society backed by unconscionable men bearing arms?
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So where do we STAND today?

We stand at the CRUX of the CROSS where some will RISE and multitudes will
FALL because ALL have become 'used to' the use of FORCE to enslave others for
$$$ and power and control and vicious unforgiving vindictiveness, - - -

The dictatorial magistrates ignored their DUTY to the CROWN and 'permitted'
rule after rule after rule to become their 'laws' (code of conduct policy) as they
judged community members MERCILESSLY and these arrogant magistrates
totally IGNORED the Constitution and Powers granted by IT to THEM and, - - -

The FALSE 'Aldermen' stamped his 'approval' on ACTIVITIES which impoverish
the electors and others and, - - - if they did not 'bow' to every 'wish & whim' and
taxing decree they were coerced, threatened, hounded, interfered with,
persecuted, fined, evicted and JAILED and, - - -

All this ABOMINATION goes on and on and ON every day IN THE FACE OF
GOD and man and thus it is I to SAY:

"IF you are 'one' empowered by 'rules' to RULE others and subject THEM
to ANY licensing or other monetary extortion then YOU are ONE to BE
'mutilated' by VERY DARK invisible FORCES who operate
telepathically and 'clandestinely' THROUGH the MIND of MAN from
Dark spirit realms BELOW as they DID via the mind of Martin Bryant
and, - - -

This FACT I let you KNOW because IF you continue ON enabling the
enforcement of GRIEF upon OTHERS then your own coming GRIEF will
go on and on and ON FOREVER below.

It is THE TIME to ABOLISH 'Rule of others using legislation' which is IN
CONTRAVENTION OF God's 'merciful, loving, compassionate and
forgive others' Holy Word POLICY and ideological doctrine. (Religion of
PEACE.)

As this document was invoked due to a parking meter 'FINE,' it is hereby
recorded that:

"A parking meter hourly monetary demand is in fact a 'quarterly or hourly' FINE
imposed upon the community member user for being 'found' GUILTY of parking
on a 'spot' owned by the POLICYMAKERS who VIA legislation enabled by an
'Alderman' seized control of said spaces for a pecuniary interest."
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Aldermen need to comprehend that in EMPLOYING the 'services' of STRONG
ARM enforcers having 'limitless' Power at their disposal is in FACT 'aiding and
abetting' THEM to STEAL money and goods and impoverish, dispossess, punish
and DISADVANTAGE and to THREATEN & COERCE members of the
community. This activity is NOT a 'benefit' for the community.

For in the 'case' of parking meters, all it DOES is to keep community members
'bound' to paying the hourly 'rate' fine on THE STOLEN parking space property.

I say:

"Give the 'space' back TO THE PEOPLE so they can park on God's
freeway at NO minute by minute cost."

At present, the Council staff (approved' by Aldermen) are employing an
organisation PROVEN by its activities to be waging open WARFARE against the
community, and Council staff are thus employing 'mercenary terrorists' in
RETURN for monetary 'favors.'

Regrettably, the Council staff and MPES operatives believe as did the 'pirates of
old' that their activities are LEGAL whereas the 'signatory' authorising their
warring ways was but another DELUDED and very unwise mortal.

Aldermen and everyone else need to understand that the cunning of the Dark
energy essence of the Source is infinite, and in fact controls all taking place
OUTSIDE the pure Light of Heaven so as to keep the 'lost sheep' on the wrong
'tack' and ON the wide road to HELL.

Aldermen also need to understand that it is a CRIMINAL offense in the eyes of
God and their own rules to carry out ANY activity which 'harms' others in any
way and/or which is in contravention of God's sacred Command:

"Love one another."

Our God is now to separate the 'Just' from the 'Wicked' FOREVER.
As the world descends into CHAOS for a time.

You ARE now duly WARNED by God via my pen, HIS.

Please try and comprehend that every mortal has but a 'brief' moment of TIME in
which to PROVE to God that they ARE now going to BE 'peaceful & loving' OR
continuing to BE arrogant 'swine' enjoying the USE of God's (forbidden to use)
Dark forceful Power to 'subjugate, control and punish' others.
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I can categorically state here and now that ANYONE continuing to defy God,
WILL 'fight on' forever and 'suffer on' forever below.

It is going to BE – Oh so difficult
It is going to BE – Oh so destructive
It is going to BE – Oh so terrifying
It is going to BE – Oh so cruel, merciless and unforgiving.

Why? Because people will NOT be able to control their THOUGHTS and they
will be telepathically subjugated and driven to mete out 'Justice' for the Dark
Sovereign Power FOREVER, starting here in this realm and continuing on and
ON and, - - -

All are now advised by me that the heinous deeds they perpetrate will come
back upon their own 'heads' and great indeed is the eternal anguish and travail.

There is so little time to prepare the minds of the PEOPLE of this and every land.

Terence

This letter is on line as Item 2 @
http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/letters1.htm plus the below.

Facts on fines: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/fines.pdf
Tasmania politicians: http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/minister.pdf
Police Commissioner : http://www.the-testament-of-truth.co.uk/truth/web/commissioner.pdf


